MEMORANDUM

DATE: AUGUST 11, 2003
To: LYNN KANE
FIRM: FOIA OFFICE
FROM: A.J. GRAVEL
RE: WRIGHT PATTERSON DOCUMENTS
     FOIA CONTROL NUMBER 03-246LK

Ms. Kane:

Per the cover letter dated August 11, 2003 this memorandum is provided as a request to review the following group of documents under FOIA. The references to materials provided below were identified during a review of Wright Patterson finding aids that took place at Air Force Environmental Litigation Section offices in Arlington, Virginia on January 7th and 10th, 2003.

Group 7 – AFSC Design Handbooks

Location of Materials

Note: These books are limited Distribution. If someone calls and requests information from them refer them to Dorothy Cauley DSN 785-6281

(The purpose of these handbooks is to document Air Force Technical Knowledge for use in support of acquisition programs. These notebooks may be found in the basement archive anteroom.)

Information Requested:

DH 1-5 Series 1-0 Environmental Engineering
DH 1-9 Series 1-0 Maintainability
DH 2-6 Series 2-0 Ground Equipment/Facilities